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HOW TO REDUCE

SCRAP WASTE

Scrap is a great indicator of a
company’s performance. Every
piece of scrap in the scrap bin has
a story about how it got there.
Scrap is a domino effect. A
full scrap box can suggest poor operator performance
or machining at the very beginning of the production
process leading to rework, bottlenecks, poor quality
controls, and eventually, a late or mismanufactured
product arriving at your customer’s doorstep. It all
adds up. Stop the domino effect. Rethinking how your
organization handles its scrap can do more for the
bottom line than any other activity. Keep reading to learn
simple steps to reduce scrap waste in your operation.

CHANGE

YOUR PERCEPTION OF SCRAP

Scrap is valuable. But by valuable we mean scrap is incredibly costly. Scrap is
essentially unused raw material that has gone through an entire life cycle of costs. It
is unused material that you have already spent time and money ordering, shipping,
processing, and finally disposing of. Even though scrap’s value is sometimes reflected
on the monthly operations statement, that number is nothing compared to the cost of
all of the value and non-value add processes that have gone into it. Think of it this way- any material
that doesn’t go into your scrap box goes directly to your bottom line.
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REDUCING

THE AMOUNT OF SCRAP WILL
INSTANTLY INCREASE YOUR
BOTTOM LINE
Let’s presume a company is processing nice FAS maple at $2.80 per board foot. If it cuts 1,000
board feet a day of material, that totals to $2,800 of material cost per day. On average, 1,000
board feet of kiln dried maple weighs 4,600 pounds.

$2.80 per board foot x 1,000 board feet = $2,800
or 4,600 pounds of maple = $2,800
How much of that $2,800 of material cost per day is going directly in the scrap bin each day? Per
week? Per month? The easiest way to calculate scrap waste is to weigh your raw material before
cutting and after you have completed cutting. This will give you a good idea of how much of your
material is going into scrap. If your yield is 80%, like in the below example, that means your scrap
bin weighs 920 pounds per day.
After some simple math, that 920 pounds of scrap is costing you $560 per day. That’s $16,800 per
month or $201,600 a year in scrap. Not only do you lose huge amounts of money per year on scrap
- you must then pay additional sums to have the scrap removed from your facility and disposed of.
The cheapest material is the material that you actually use - and the most expensive material is the
stuff you throw away.
Weigh your scrap bin and calculate how much money you are losing. That’s money that could be
going directly onto your bottom line.
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You cannot eliminate scrap, but it is not a difficult process to improve your yield. For every piece of
scrap that does not go into the scrap bin you will see a direct bottom line result and will be one step
closer to ending the scrap domino effect.
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ADDITIONAL

SCRAP CALCULATIONS
FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION

Try taking your scrap weight and dividing it by your sales. This gives you a number to track.

For example:
If your scrap weighed 27,600 pounds in the month of January
and your sales were $467,000 for that month,
then your pounds to sales ratio for January is the following:
27,600 pounds of scrap: $467,000 monthly sales
27,600 pounds/$467,000 = .059

Another way to view this number is .059 pounds of scrap for every $1 sales creates. If the next
month your scrap to sales ratio goes to .063 pounds of scrap per $1 you know that you produced
more scrap that month for every dollar of sales. If the number drops you know you produced less
scrap.

MEASURE

AND POST YOUR SCRAP RATE

The first step you can do to reduce scrap is incredibly simple: measure your scrap rate
and post it somewhere visible in your factory. Just making your team aware of scrap
and the related costs, will cause them to think before they chop up a perfectly usable
piece and throw it into the scrap bin. You will see improvements in your rate almost
immediately when you make it public. But don’t just post, start conversation. Talking
about it monthly or even weekly will help your team focus on this area.
Now you can ask the question “why?” In the case of an increase, did your organization over
purchase? Did you hire a new sawyer who was not as good as the previous? Did the programmer
botch up a program and the parts were not checked? Did the customer reject a bunch of finished
products because of quality? Do the same for your garbage and generate the same awareness of it
as a K.P.I. or Key Performance Indicator.
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A SawGear automated stop eliminates the need to use a tape measure. It gives repeatable accuracy
up to .004 inch, increases raw material yield, and eliminates accuracy errors and scrap waste.

GET

AN AUTOMATED STOP

Pulling out your tape measure, measuring and marking parts, not to mention setting
and re-setting manual stop blocks and fences, wastes time, money, and raw materials.
Studies suggest that for every 100 parts cut, between 2 and 6 are miscut.
Did you know? The average cost of a tape measure is $38,592 a year? That’s because
tape measures generate an incredible number of inaccuracies, increased labor costs, reduced yields,
and that’s just the tip of the iceberg. Each inaccuracy either ends up at the bottom of a scrap bin or
has to be reworked. Think of all that overtime pay going towards fixing errors that could have been
otherwise prevented. There is a way to speed up production without compromising on accuracy- and
that’s by using right-sized automation. Start your manufacturing process the right way and ditch your
tape measure. It’s costing you a fortune.
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Automated Stop

There are a number of solutions on the market
in the form of CNC stops that can reduce
these issues significantly. Your operator simply
has to type a position, the stop moves, and
the operator cuts. No more measuring and
setting manual stops. This add-on automation
is amazingly accurate, giving you perfectly cut
parts every time. And this accuracy doesn’t
rely on an operator reading (or misreading as
the case may be) a tape measure.

Automated Pusher

It starts with a simple automated stop, but you
can also advance to a positioning system that
will pull, push, or position material into your
saw, drill, or punch.

Turn almost any cutting, drilling, or boring machine
into an automated lean manufacturing asset.
TigerStop® is an automated material pusher and stop
that eliminates the need to set and maintain manual
fences for length positioning.

Many of these automated positioning
systems can be combined with a Standard Interconnect Kit, or SIK, for semi-automating the tool
or Advanced Interconnect Kit, or AIK,
for creating a fully-automated setup.
In fully automated application an
operator simply places the material
onto the positioner/stop and starts
the tool cycle with the foot pedal. The
positioner then moves the wood stock
into the tool and sends the signal to
the saw, which initiates the cut. This
allows your operator to load material,
start and complete a cut list, while he
or she is away from the tool completing
additional value-added tasks while the
saw is cutting.

Downloading

Cut List Downloading software is another way to combat scrap waste. It eliminates the human error
associated with misread lists and quantities as well as miscut lengths due to operator entry errors.
Cut lists can be downloaded so you can do away with those old paper cut bills.

Label Printing

Inkjet or Label printing is a great add on for easy sorting of parts at the back end. Print customized
part information on each finished piece. This will allow you to batch jobs of the same profile and
easily sort the parts on the back end.
Automating your existing equipment means a huge boost in productivity. It also means no more
expensive rework and less scrap as you are not throwing out incorrectly cut parts into the trash bin.
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OPTIMIZE

FOR INCREASED YIELD

Implementing Dynamic
Optimization™ software into
your production line is your
greatest defense against
dreaded scrap. Dynamic
Optimization software works by calculating
the best cutting order so you have the least
amount of material waste. The software
goes through every combination of every
length and quantity of material in your cut
list.

TigerTouch tablet seen here with Dynamic Optimization
which means one can have an infinite and unbounded cut
list.

A lot of optimization software looks at all
of your material at once and compares it
to all of the cut lists or jobs that you need
to process. Dynamic Optimization doesn’t work this way. Instead, it looks at the piece of material
it is cutting, one at a time, and is constantly moving and dynamically optimizing at the width of the
material it’s given. Because it only takes into consideration the current board, you can introduce
scrap or remnant boards into the optimizer and it will optimize those parts into the cut list as well.

Instead of cutting parts longest to shortest like so:

5.5 ft.

Waste of 4.5 ft.

Dynamic Optimization software quickly calculates the
optimal cutting order for the smallest piece of scrap possible:

Cut List

5.5 ft.

1ft. 1ft. 1ft. 1ft.
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Waste

.5ft.

TigerSaw 1000 is a fully automated defect optimizing push feed saw. It comes with TigerStop’s best in class
Dynamic Optimization and Crayon Defect Marking, allowing you to drop a grade and defect in-house.

Why look at an individual piece of material versus all of the material? It’s simple. When a company’s
engineers set out to optimize based on all of the organization’s material and creates a big beautiful
optimized list for the operator to start cutting, that perfect list doesn’t factor in something we like
to call Real Life. So, for example, when your operator is sent that nice optimized list and halfway
through it he accidentally miscuts a part, it throws off the entire optimization process. All of that
beautiful optimization is ruined and it has to be redone. And redoing anything takes time, money,
and creates bottlenecks. Miscutting a board is a (tragic) common reality on a shop floor. An
optimizing cross cut saw with Dynamic Optimization software is a safeguard against this common
reality. It takes into account one piece at a time regardless of whether it’s a nice whole piece of
stock, scrap, or a miscut remnant.
With TigerStop’s Dynamic Optimization software, all your operator has to do is remember
“Worst First.” Introduce your worst parts first (remnants/usable scrap) at the beginning of the cut
list. Watch that pile of remnants and usable scrap disappear overnight.
Doing this will:

• Eliminate the need for your engineering department to do pre-optimization because it is
done at the saw without any added labor.
• Eliminate any bottlenecks. If there is an issue in the field or a shortage of material, the
operator can quickly solve it at the machine without the entire manufacturing process
coming to a halt down the line.
• Eliminate the hassle of keeping track of remnants and defective material, because they
are placed in bins and used later on in the manufacturing process.
• Improve overall raw material yield.
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DEFECT

MATERIAL IN-HOUSE
Rather that scrapping material with defects, wane, and knots, for example, defect parts
in-house and quickly and easily turn them into usable material. Defecting material inhouse allows you to drop an entire grade of lumber and still get the same high quality
parts. If you are buying FAS or SEL you can drop a grade and recover a huge amount
of money on your lumber bill while reducing your scrap waste.

For example: If you are cutting 1,000 board feet a day of nice FAS maple at $2.80 per board foot,
that totals to $2,800 board feet per day.

$2.80 per board foot x 1,000 board feet = $2,800
The greatest benefit of a defecting optimizing saw is that it allows you to drop a grade of lumber
and cut around the defects in-house. You no longer need to spend exorbitant amounts of money
buying FAS and Selects, you can start buying the cheaper defect riddled stuff. Think about it: If you
could drop a grade of material you could recover a huge amount of the cost of that FAS maple.
We conservatively say you can save 30% using a defecting optimizing saw - that’s 30% of $2,800
per day OR $840 per day. If your shop is in operation 240 days a year (taking into account
holidays), that’s a whopping $201,600 per year back onto your bottom line.

.30 x $2,800 per day = $840 per day in savings
$840 per day x 240 working days per year =
$201,600 a year in savings
That’s money you are already spending, back on your bottom line. Think of your optimizing saw as
the world’s largest couch cushion. Underneath there’s a whole lot of dough just waiting to be found.
A fully automated saw station like
the TigerSaw 1000 can be used with
Crayon Defect Marking. Simply use
a UV crayon to mark the beginning
and the end of knots or defects,
place the material on the infeed
station, and the will scan and cut
out defects for you and optimize
the remaining material for the least
amount of scrap waste.
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IMPLEMENTING

THE ABOVE PROCESSES PROVIDES
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS BEYOND
REDUCING SCRAP
The cutting of material is the foundation for every consecutive value-add process after that. When you
automate your cutting operation for example, parts are precise, and you will get better results in your
processes down the line. Parts will fit more accurately, assembly will be easier, and each step moving
forward will be more seamless, eliminating labor and quality issues because you started out with
accurate parts.
The job of cutting material to length has a really high turnover. It’s hard to be consistent with
mechanical stops or tape measures. In addition, it’s slow, tedious and there’s a high probability that
mistakes will be made resulting in waste. Automating the process turns it into something employees can
be successful with and feel engaged. You’ll do away with turnover in that area and have better morale
on the plant floor, better quality, fewer rework and less scrap.

YOUR

BIGGEST K.P.I. IS IN YOUR
GARBAGE CAN
Nothing is more telling about how your manufacturing is performing than what is in your trash can
or scrap bin. This is where all of your “oopsies” stack up. It is where all the mistakes go to die. A
careful look into these two bins can give you a better idea about what is really happening on the shop
floor than any number on a chart, yet it is probably the most ignored and overlooked item in your
organization.
Go ahead go climb into your scrap bin! What will you learn? Well, a lot. Everything from engineering
mistakes, order mistakes, over production, mismanufactured parts, rework, inventory mistakes, and a
lot of other operational waste, both in materials, processes and labor. You will learn more in a matter
of minutes about what is really going on than you would doing weeks of data analysis.

“If you’re building one window and you make a mistake, that’s bad.
But if you’re building 50 windows one size, and you’ve set the
wrong setting, you’ve made scrap all day long. Everywhere we
have a saw, we use a TigerStop. Time is money.”
Marty May, Operator, D&W Windows
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REMEMBER

5 STEPS TO REDUCE YOUR SCRAP
CHANGE
Your Perception Of Scrap
POST
Your Scrap Rate
GET
An Automated Stop
OPTIMIZE
For Yield
DEFECT
Material In-house
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CASE
STUDIES

MILLWORK 360

http://blog.tigerstop.com/the-degree-of-superior-quality-millwork-360
Millwork 360 strives to have zero
waste by using lean manufacturing
principles. “Our mouldings are
scanned for defects with state of the
art equipment, and as a result, are
manufactured with minimal to no
waste,” explains Jamie. “All of the
lumber that does not meet quality
standards is re-manufactured into
finger joint door cores, and remaining
scrap is ground into horse bedding
for local horse farms. We emphasize
quality work and craftsmanship over
total output, which we continually
receive positive feedback from
customers about.”
It makes perfect sense that 360 Millwork sought out TigerStop equipment to add to their lean
manufacturing repertoire. TigerStop is known for equipment that helps reduce waste - in the form of
scrap and in the form of
time. And as the great
American industrialist,
Henry Ford, once said,
“Time waste differs
from material waste in
that there can be no
salvage. The easiest
of all wastes, and the
hardest to correct, is this
waste of time, because
wasted time does not
litter the floor like wasted
material.”
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“Before investing in an automated stop, our employees would spend lots of time on drilling holes,
then moving the clamp and stop, then drilling a new hole, and on and on.” This proved to be a
time consuming process and quite expensive. “Now, the TigerStop drills holes and moves down the
stiles automatically, allowing for significantly decreased labor costs while improving accuracy. This
machinery allows us to perform these tasks 4-5x’s faster than before. We LOVE our TigerStop!”

POWELL VALLEY
MILLWORK

http://blog.tigerstop.com/yield-is-everything-for-powell-valley-millwork

The Powell Valley Millwork
(PVM) facility is uniquely
situated on roughly eighty
acres of beautiful land in
the Powell Valley region of
Kentucky, at the foothills
of the Appalachian Forest.
Because of their incredible
location, they are able to
source raw materials (freshly
sawn lumber in 4/4, 5/4,
and 6/4) within about 150
miles, and dry it on-site
in one of their four kilns
(300,000 BF total capacity)
before manufacturing, a key
competitive advantage.
While Powell Valley Millwork
is familiar with a plethora of
wood varieties, they pride
themselves on mastering
one particular species. “Our
slogan is: Think Poplar. Think
Powell Valley. If a customer needs a Poplar product, we are confident that we can produce it better
than anyone in the industry for a competitive price.”
One of the reasons for PVM’s incredible success is their constant drive to innovate and refine their
manufacturing processes. Constant evaluation of practices and a hard look at the bottom line has kept
their business in tip top shape for generations.
Members of the PVM team frequently repeat the mantra: “We are a small company with big company
capabilities,” meaning they have the tools and capacity to produce large volumes and service many
accounts, but they do it with a dedication to detail and customer service that only a small family
organization can offer. The five owners are active in the daily operations of our company and
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customers know that when they have question, they can pick up the phone and reach someone who has
a vested interest in their success.
Like their larger competitors, the Powell Valley Millwork team strives to work in a safe and lean
manufacturing space. But unlike their competitors, they are agile and able to adapt quickly to new
challenges.
“We have a set of criteria that applies to all aspects of our work: SQYPH which stands for Safety,
Quality, Yield, Production, and Housekeeping. They are listed in order of importance. It’s our own
version of LEAN or Six Sigma. We live by that manufacturing system.”
This explains why the team at PVM felt comfortable working with TigerStop when making the
decision to purchase an optimizing saw. TigerStop manufactures equipment to create the leanest
manufacturing environment, and they do so practicing lean manufacturing principles in their own
shop. TigerStop’s mission is “to empower manufacturers to be globally competitive,” which is
wholly in line with Powell Valley Millwork’s own line of thinking.
“The genesis for purchasing our TigerStop TigerSaw 1000 was based in the framing industry.
We have a history supplying these markets and have identified the need to supply cut-to-length
parts in addition to lineal mouldings. We reached out to many different vendors that supply the
equipment needed and were very pleased with the capabilities and results from TigerStop.”
“In addition to framing, we purchased the TigerSaw 1000 knowing it would provide ancillary
benefits to our optimization and end-trimming capacity in S4S board production. We have been
pleased thus far with the rate of production for S4S and precision end-trimming.”
“Our manufacturing processes have definitely been enhanced by the new addition and I expect us
to realize more time-savings as we grow into the new piece of equipment. Like any successful wood
manufacturing site, yield is everything. We are very careful to limit waste and scrap at every work cell.
The TigerSaw 1000 certainly adds another tool to combat yield loss,” says the PVM team.

QUALITY CUSTOM
CABINETRY INC.
http://blog.tigerstop.com/automating-your-cabinetry-shop
Quality Custom Cabinetry Inc. (QCCI) didn’t cannonball into the world of automation. The shop was
discerning, dipping its toes into the water one by one before making the final plunge. The cabinet shop
opted to improve raw material yield by first automating its double miter saw in the early 1990s. Today
the shop is fully outfitted with material positioners, optimizing software, cut list software, and a plethora
of machines to reduce the deadly wastes evident in lean manufacturing. Investing in machinery and
companies that have been able to grow with its operation has proven to be invaluable for QCCI. Learn
how you too can begin automating your cabinetry shop.
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Quality is a byword for large custom cabinetmaker Quality Custom Cabinetry Inc. Based in New
Holland, PA, QCCI has made a name for itself producing “furniture-like” cabinets with a luxurious look
and feel.
Known for its
craftsmanship, QCCI
has grown significantly
since Martin Weaver
founded the cabinet firm
in 1968. Today, 118
employees work at the
126,000-square-foot
facility, producing highend cabinetry for every
room in the home.
QCCI purchased its
first TigerStop in 1994
after seeing it at a
woodworking show.
Once installed on an
Omega double miter saw,
“We immediately saw improved accuracy in our cutting and an increase in production,” Fischer says.
The company now has eight TigerStops in use in the facility. “Since all parts for the door and moulding
are cut using a TigerStop, all pieces are exact. When making a multi-panel wainscot with center stile
and rails, all parts must be exact for a
proper fit.” Also, Fischer adds, “By being
accurate we have less rework, which leads
to less waste.
“Now our cut lists are computer generated
thanks to TigerStop’s Cut List Downloading
software,” he continues. “When we are
done cutting, only a minimal amount of
small length material is left.”
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